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Background on the Canada Energy Regulator 
We regulate pipelines, power lines, energy development and trade in a way that protects the public and the 
environment while supporting efficient markets.  

Every year we hold oral hearings with hundreds of parties who file thousands of documents into our 
repository.

In 2018-19, in doing our oversight of existing pipelines, we
• Conducted 145 inspections
• Issued 187 Non-compliances
• Attended 20 emergency management exercises
• Initiated 7 audits
• Tracked 600 new conditions

Each of these activities outputs information, reports, filings, etc.
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Context 
+700 different hearings
~28M pages in boxes off-site
~0.5 TB transcripts & oral traditional evidence
~7.5 TB in the F&G drives and RDIMS

~14,000 information requests per year
~4000 faxes and letters per year
~100,000 doc growth in repository per year 

Ongoing oversight of 73,000 kilometres of pipelines and 
1,400 kilometres of electrical power lines
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Challenges 
More effective lifecycle oversight 
Enhanced trend and incident analysis on pipeline systems 

Data driven decisions 
On regulatory processes, but also in our day-to-day work

Efficiencies and global competitiveness 
More efficient regulatory processes, benefiting the Regulator, industry, and 
stakeholders

Better information & enhanced engagement 
Sharing open data in a way that is understandable and engaging 
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Key Commitments for Transition 

Committing 
resources 

Acquiring new 
skills

Thinking 
differently
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Unlocking environmental and 
socio-economic data 
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+6000 Hearing transcripts over history of NEBBaseline data
Environmental and Socio-economic 
Assessments are filed to the 
regulator in support of a facility 
application, in binders and pdfs
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Decomposing baseline data
2,424 Environmental and Socio-economic 
Assessments have been decomposed 
into, searchable, structured data can be 
more accessible for inspectors and 
scientists.

§ 41,490 raw tables
§ 35,028 images and maps
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Baseline data
Documents have been tagged 
with location and also topic 
modeled for 20 topics ex:

§ Soil productivity
§ Vegetation
§ Water quality
§ Fish habitat
§ Wildlife
§ Species at risk
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Baseline data
Documents have been tagged 
with location and also topic 
modeled for 20 topics ex:

§ Soil productivity
§ Vegetation
§ Water quality
§ Fish habitat
§ Wildlife – baird sparrow
§ Species at risk
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Digitizing transcripts 
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+6000 Hearing transcripts over history of CER
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Modeling
Each sentence of each 
transcript has been 
processed so that they may 
be searched by:

§ Speaker
§ Hearing type
§ Year
§ Organization
§ Indigenous community
§ Topic (73)

Topic 1:
Cumulative 
effects

Topic 2:
Caribou

Topic 1:
Cumulative
effects
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Visualizing data and 
building regulatory trust
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The data we currently collect sits in 
electronic systems and in paper files.

It forms a record of our activities but is 
not readily accessible to our staff or 
outside parties.

The data can not be searched, sorted, 
combined or easily analyzed

Modern data tools can open up this 
resource to Indigenous communities, 
CER staff and outside stakeholders

Problem Statement 

The CER’s data is inaccessible and 
does not sufficiently enable analysis to 

identify and mitigate risks, promote 
meaningful and transparent 

engagement with Indigenous 
communities and the Canadian public, 

and drive business decisions. 
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Learnings to date More effective lifecycle 
oversight 

Data driven decisions 

Efficiencies and global 
competitiveness 

Better information & 
enhanced engagement

Committing 
resources

Acquiring new 
skills

Thinking 
differently 
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